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Please describe how you would like to contribute to SWE.

Why do you want to become a SWE officer?

I have spent the last year serving as SWE’s University Relations Coordinator on the Engineering
Student Council, so I have learned a lot about how other engineering RSOs operate and retain
members. The main goal I have for SWE is establishing a solid member base since participation varies
greatly from event to event. Right now, SWE is just something to put on a resume for a lot of people
but I would really like for it to become a place where everyone feels like they belong. I would do this by
establishing set monthly meetings outside planned events so that members can socialize. I have also
already established relationships with other RSOs and would love to continue fostering SWEs
relationships with them as to be more involved with the college as a whole.

SWE was the first RSO I joined on campus as a freshman and has remained my top
priority RSO. I am passionate about the idea behind SWE in having a diverse group of
women come together to share their ideas and believe this organization could become
something really great if we have a committed team of officers in charge. I want to be a
SWE officer again and put forth the effort to make SWE all that it can be by building
this wonderful RSO back up. I also want to be an officer again because I love and
appreciate all the opportunities SWE has given me to network with professionals and
meet so many amazing peers.

Howdy! I would love to be an officer of SWE because I am very passionate about the purpose of
SWE—empowering women. I want to continue having relevant, helpful events that our members
actually want to go to. I want to create a community of regular SWE meeting attendees who are
involved in making a difference in the women of engineering.

The reason I want to be an officer again next year is so I can continue empowering
women. In a position of leadership, it would be much easier to help others. Also, being
an officer this year made me into a leader, and I want to continue my personal
developement.

As a member and possibly an officer of SWE, I would like to help promote the program on and around
campus through activities that will create a positive impact in our community. As engineers, we have
valuable knowledge and experiences that make us some of the best for the job, and I believe we
should be taking advantage of that!

I want to become an officer for SWE so that I may gain leadership experiences that I
have not had thus far and to make new friendships and relationships that may allow
me to be successful as an engineer and to help other women in science and
engineering to also be successful. As an officer, I could promote and grow this
empowering and close knit community so that others around campus will know what
we do and be inspired to join and help us do great things for our community.

I truly believe that SWE is an amazing organization. It has shown people across the
I believe that SWE is an incredible organization. The current and previous members have a done an
country that women can thrive in the STEM field. I want to be a SWE officer, because
amazing job with SWE. I would like to continue their successes, and be an advocate for SWE through
I want to be a part of something that changes society in a good way. I want to show
community service. My ability to communicate well with people, and organized personality type makes
young women and men that gender nor ethnicity does not define what you can achieve
me a great candidate to represent SWE.
in life. I want to inspire people the way that SWE has inspired me.

I want to help organize a broad variety of events for SWE, ranging from outreach and volunteering to
professional development. This past year, I helped coordinate multiple outreach activities like
volunteering with the Butterfield Science Club, and I know SWE has the potential to be involved in
much more. I also want to increase the diversity of these activities and encourage a broader group of
engineers to join. I can also contribute my strong organization and time management skills.

I want to become a SWE officer because I want to contribute to the organization and
planning aspects of SWE in addition to participating in the events. I enjoy planning
events and helping to promote access to volunteering opportunities, and being a SWE
officer will enable me to provide this for other SWE members.

I would like to increase member involvement by creating fun and engaging events as well as more
activities at our general member meetings (like when we made the cards for the female faculty of the
College of Engineering). I want SWE to be a fun, open and welcoming group (not that we aren'tsometimes we are just a little awkward!) and I think by increasing member engagement and activities
at general member meetings, we will increase attendance to our other outreach and social events as
well as create an environment that our members want to be in- they'll want to show up to our events
and participate in all the cool things we do! I would also like to increase transparency in our
membership process- I've had so many people ask me "How can I join SWE?" and I think by better
advertising that we are an open organization that takes members at any time we can bring more people
into our group.

I want to see SWE grow to be a closer and supportive group. I think we have made
some great progress this past year in planning new and fun events but I still think
there is some work to be done, and I want to have a hand in helping make that
happen. I would also like to see us reach out and engage with the rest of the College of
Engineering, not just SWE members. Our mission isn't just to serve ourselves and to
grow ourselves, it is to create a positive impact in our community, and I would love for
SWE to have a larger presence on campus and I think a great way to do that is to
partner with other College of Engineering RSOs and groups. This past year I've helped
to increase our campus presence by advertising our merchandise and events to nonSWE members. I've had friends and classmates from outside of SWE come to our
events and purchase our shirts and stickers

I would contribute with my leadership skills. I know how to manage people and delegate tasks so that
everyone can work on the team and feel included. I also know how to work in a team and manage
groups of people in the different events I have planned in other RSOs I am currently involved in. I
would like you to know that no matter what, I will give my all to do my job.

I want to become a SWE officer because I want to help new and old members in any
way I can. I want to empower our female engineers and encourage them to be proud of
themselves. Being an officer of SWE would help me to improve my skills and meet
more woman who has similar interests than me and establish true friendships with
them.

X

I would like to contribute to SWE by setting aside more of my free time and thinking of new ideas to
better the organization.

I want to become a SWE officer to continue improving and demonstrating my
leadership skills, and to assist in making SWE a better organization.

X

X

I am passionate about being a female in this male-dominated field and wanting to continue the great
successes that females in SWE have already accomplished. I am wanting to continue and improve the
number of women that go into STEM and help these women feel more confident in this workplace. I
would do this by always encouraging my fellow peers and telling them to follow their dreams. My end
goal is to have a group of women who are confident and push one another to become an empowering
voice in their workplace.

I would greatly value the opportunity to become a SWE officer because it would allow
me to gain leadership experience while also giving back to a great organization that
empowers women in the workplace. As a female engineer, I treasure the chance to
work alongside fellow female engineers gaining valuable professional experience. If I
were given this opportunity, I would embrace furthering this organization in its
academic and professional ways. It has been a long sought-after goal of mine to join
this community since attending the University of Arkansas.

X

X

I would like to not only increase membership, but member retention and activity within SWE. I hope
that I will be able to come up with exciting events to get a good member turnout. I also hope that
members will find these events beneficial to either their well-being or their professional futures. I am
pretty creative and love coming up with event ideas, so I believe I could contribute a lot to the area of
involvement.

I enjoyed the SWE events I went to last semester and found it a great way to get to
know people in other engineering disciplines that I wouldn't get to meet otherwise. I'd
like to be an officer to be more active and interact more with others so that I can make
more friends in SWE. I also think it's a great organization and would like to become
more involved in it.

X

X
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